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kids and adults will enjoy those really good tales from the legendary realm of the rustic Beyond.
famous folklorist retells the adventures of "Billy Beg and the Bull," "The Widow’s Daughter,"
"The Queen of the Golden Mines," "Jack and the King Who was once a Gentleman," many
more. includes 15 tales jam-packed with the humor and mind's eye that experience made Irish
folks stories famous.
The tone and nature of those stories, in addition to the colloquial, rambling language during
which they're written, indicates to me that they might be higher heard than read. And in
accordance with what i do know of the Irish storytelling tradition, that is most likely precisely
what used to be intended. while oral tales are written down, i feel they lose a few of their charm.
The setting, the cadence and timbre of the storyteller's voice, and viewers interplay all carry
anything to a narrative whilst advised orally, whatever misplaced within the published page. it
really is larger than the tales themselves being misplaced (as quite a bit oral background and
folklore has been), yet a disgrace nonetheless.
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